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In this guide, we explain the basic purchasing rules and regulations of the Department of Defense (DoD).
We do not offer direct assistance in locating sales opportunities, although the appendix lists several excellent sources
of marketing information.

Every DoD purchasing office has at least one Small Business Specialist who can provide information on
contracting and subcontracting opportunities with that office and at other DoD contracting offices. Those specialists
can also assist you if problems arise during the performance of a contract.
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must be aware of aspects of both of formed under fairly simple, stan-
... these regulations. dard procedures.

Both the FAR and the DFARS While explaining DoD's buy-
are published in loose-leaf form. ing rules, this guide points out the

Introduction When needed, Federal acquisition potential pitfalls awaiting the
How Tý,l (W ds circulars (FACs) and Defense acqui- unwary small business contractor.

sition circulars (DACs) issue Read it carefully and understand
Can YOU changes in the FAR and the what is expected of you. Do not

Small businesses play an DFARS. Many public libraries sub- fool yourself. If you cannot per-
important role in developing and scribe to these regulations. DoD form the job within the rules, then
supplying the goods and services purchasing offices and contract the government will not get the
needed by the Department of administration offices maintain product it needs, and you may find
Defense. A broad base of compe- copies to which you may refer. ycurself in financial straits as well.
tent suppliers is essential to DoD, Subscriptions to the FAR and the Remember, to be a successful
which is continuously seeking addi- DFARS will provide you with the Defense contractor, you must
tional suppliers for its vast array of basic regulations, with all changes understand the basic rules.
needs. Thus, DoD offers great busi- to date, and with any changes that
ness opportunities for competent may be issued until new editions of C(We@i ol •T~
suppliers. Small businesses, includ- the FAR and the DFARS are pub- Qu©e
ing those owned by socially and lished. Subscriptions may be
economically disadvantaged per- obtained from This guide is not a manual for
sons and those owned by women, marketing your product or service
are encouraged to do business with Superintendent of Documents to DoD. Rather, it is designed sim-

DoD. P.O. Box 371954 ply to help you understand the regu-

The Department of Defense's Pittsburgh, Pa., 15250-7954 lations. Chapter 2 gives an

business is good business. DoD overview of the regulations and

policy recognizes the need to attract To order by phone, call 202- explains the major differences

the best capabilities to meet its 783-3238. To order by FAX, use between doing business in the pri-

needs. Its profit policy reflects this 202-512-2233 (24 hours a day, 7 vate sector and doing business with

need. However, selling to DoD is days a week). The annual subscrip- DoD, and Chapter 3 introduces four

different from selling to your com- tion rates (as of January 1994) are basic principles underlying DoD's

mercial customers. You, the poten- $160 for the FAR and $120 for the contracting process. Chapter 4 cov-

tial contractor, must abide by cer- DFARS. (Subscription forms are ers DoD's procedures for soliciting

tain rules. If you do not, you may included on page 29 of this guide.) suppliers and entering into con-

not get the contracts you bid for- This guide introduces you to tracts, with special emphasis on

or, if you do get them, you may find the basics of Defense contracting small business aspects. Chapter 5

yourself with unnecessary prob- set forth in these regulations. They examines the types of contracts

lems. The basic contracting rules contain policies and procedures for used by DoD, commonly used con-

for all Federal government agencies purchases of products and services tract clauses, and procedures you

are found in the Federal Acquisition ranging from everyday household may encounter during the course of

Regulation (FAR). Additional rules items to the most advanced weapon contract performance. Additional

unique to DoD contracting are set systems. Yet most DoD contracts- sources of information that may be

forth in the Defense FAR especially the procurements that helpful to small business contractors

Supplement - the DFARS. To be small businesses are most likely to are provided in the appendix. To

a successful Defense contractor, you perform-are entered into and per- assist you in locating relevant mate-
rial in the regulations, references to



applicable FAR coverage (prefaced provide total coverage of any topic, tracting issues, you should refer to
by an "F") and DFARS coverage Its coverage is purposely limited to the current language of the regula-
(prefaced by a "D") are supplied those regulations and procedures tion and seek clarification from the
throughout this guide. most frequently encountered by contracting officer. You may also

A WORD OF CAUTION: DoD's small business suppliers, want to seek professional advice.
This guide is not a substitute for the When it is necessary to refer to
FAR or the DFARS. It does not these regulations concerning con-
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policies and procedures within Procurement contracting
DoD and any additional policies, officers (PCOs) enter into

procedures, and contract clauses contracts, administrative
contracting officers (ACOs)

that are needed to meet specific supervise contract perfor-
Background DoD needs. In addition, the mance,andsometimesthe

Information DFARS has seven appendices and same person fills both func-
two supplements. tions.

OVerview of the The material in both of these Unlike your commercial

Regulations regulations covers the complete customers, DoD has the uni-

regulatonse olateral right to revise its
The FAR is the primary docu- range of Federal government pro- contracts. While you are

ment governing all DoD contract- curements. Although standard entitled to equitable adjust-
clauses take up 500 pages and stan- ments in price and/or deliv-

ing.dard forms take up 250 pages, only ery time resulting from such
policies and many detailed proce- are few are up in any revisions, you are commit-
dural and administrative require- a relatively few are used in any sin- ted to fulfill the contract as

ments that apply to all procure- gle procurement. changed.
Certain policies and proce- The DoD is given extensivements by Federal executive agen-

cies. The DFARS. on the other dures apply to small businesses audit and work surveillance

hand, contains instructions for only. They include programs rights under its contracts.
designed to match small business You are obligated to main-

implementing the FAR within DoD tain and retain certain con-
and supplementary regulations that capabilities with DoD needs and tract records and to submit

are unique to DoD. The DFARS is procurement techniques designed to them for audit on demand.
not a stand-alone document. It help small businesses with individ- Should such audits reveal a
must be used in conjunction with ual procurements and subcontract- failure to conform to con-

mun ith ua porour nities. a su tac- tract requirements, you may
the FAR. ing opportunities. These small be subject to penalties or

The FAR has more than business aids are discussed in this price adjustments.

1.000 pages and is divided into 53 guide. The DoD uses its procure-
parts (equivalent to chapters), each ment program to attain
part dealing with a separate aspect Mao numerous national, social,

fpurtmeng seprs a rte and economic goals. If you
of procurement. The first six parts B eparticipate in a DoD con-
deal with general government con- Comm@mM a tract, you may have to coop-

tracting matters and the next six erate and comply with vaie -

parts deal with aspects of acquisi- G ous programs to achieve

tion planning. Part 13 contains Practice those goals.

simplified procedures for contracts Doing business in the private 'Certain types of contracts
ofi $25,000oredess, whie corats 1g blimit the amount of profit
of $25,000 or less, while Parts 14 sector is in some ways similar to you can earn and the
and 15 deal with procurement pro- doing business with DoD, but gov- amounts and types of costs

cedures for larger contracts. Other ernment contracting also has some you may recover.

parts deal with such matters as unique aspects that you should be The DoD has an absolute
labor laws, contract administration, aware of. right to terminate all or any

standard clauses, and forms. The DoD conducts its busi- part of your contract at any

The DFARS is also more than ness through authorized ience of DoD (with appro-

1,000 pages long and is divided agents called contracting priate compensation to you)
officers. In dealing withpraecm nstotoyu

into parts corresponding with those DoD, you may have to inter- or for default if your perfor-
of the FAR. Each part contains the act with more than one type mance is unsatisfactory.

material needed to implement FAR of contracting officer.
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FTo be considered responsible, unusual circumstances, the con-
the contractor must meet the fol- tracting officer must then abide by
lowing conditions: the SBA's decision and award the

° Have, or be able to obtain, contract to the small business firm.

Basic adequate financial resources [F-9.104-3(e), F-19.602]

Contractin g Be able to comply with the Third, the type of contract
delivery requirements issued must be appropriate for the

Principles 0 Have a satisfactory record of particular procurement. The regu-
Before looking at the regula- performance lations authorize the use of several

tions in detail, you should be aware 0 Have a satisfactory record of different types of contracts and
of four basic principles underlying integrity and business ethics describe the circumstances appro-
DoD's contracting process. o Have, or be able to obtain, priate for the use of each. The type

First, to ensure reasonable the necessary organization, of contract used in each procure-
prices, contracts are awarded conipet- experience, accounting and ment should be determined by the
itively whenever possible. This prac- operational controls, and circumstances of the procurement

tice reflects the theory that full and technical skills and the degree of risk associated
open competition results in fair and 0 Have, or be able to obtain, with performance of the contract.
reasonable prices and that such com- the necessary production, See Chapter 5 for more on types of
petition avoids favoritism by assuring construction, and technical SeetCapter [Fomronteo
that all qualified suppliers have the equipment and facilities on rt. DoD procure[6ent
opportunity to sell to the government. 0 Be otherwise qualified andeligible to receive an award program is used to help implement

In most instances, full and under applicable laws and various national social and eco-

open competition for government regulations. nomic policies. Some of those poli-
procurements is best accomplished These determinations are gen- cies are implemented by mandatory
by using the sealed-bid method (see erally based on the contracting offi- contract provisions, such as those
page 9 for more on this method). cer's evaluation of contractors' data requiring that minimum standards
When sealed bids are not appropri- and records of prior performance. for wages, hours, and working con-
ate, competitive proposals must In the case of small business, ditions be met in producing supplies
generally be solicited and negoti- special rules apply. If a contracting or performing services under a DoD
ated (see page 10 for more on this officer finds that the small business contract. Other policies are fur-
method). In very limited, specific that offered the lowest price is not thered by laws requiring contracts
situations only, the government can responsible, the case must be to be awarded to certain contractors
procure goods or services by other- referred to the Small Business or prohibiting their award to others.
than-competitive procedures. In Administration (SBA). The SBA For example, certain items must be
such cases, the contracting officer then notifies the small business of purchased from Federal Prison
must justify the action in writing, the contracting officer's finding and Industries, Inc., and contracting
[F-6.401, F-6.302, F-6.303] offers it an opportunity to apply for with a company convicted of violat-

Second, contracts are award- a Certificate of Competency ing air pollution standards is prohib-
ed only to contractors found to be (COC). If the small business ited. A third method of implement-
"responsible." Regardless of the applies for a COC, the SBA ing national policies is the use of
procurement method used, the reg- reviews the findings and makes its special procurement techniques,
ulations require that, before the own determination as to whether such as set-asides for small busi-
contract is awarded, the contracting the small business is responsible. If nesses and for firms located in labor
officer must assure that a prospec- it finds the small business responsi- surplus areas. [F-8.602, F-19.501,
tive contractor is "responsible." ble, the SBA issues a COC to the F-22.301, F-23.103, F-20.201]
[F-9.103, F-9.104-1] contracting officer. Except in some
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classified. In addition, procuring regulations require that a prorated
agencies are required to search con- number of small businesses be
tinually for sources competent to solicited. [F-14.205, F-19.202-4]
perform research and development Contracting for architect-engi-

Contract work. This effort includes publiciz- neering (A-E) services follows a

Formation ing the agency's R&D requirements special procedure and does not use
in the CBD as early as possible. SMLs. For DoD contracts, A-E

Wontjacthg [F-5.201, F-5.203, F-5.205, firms are selected on the basis of

OpportJIu i@ F-5.206, F-5.301, F-35.004] the professional qualifications nec-

The DoD enters into millions essary to perform the required serv-

of contracts each year. The regula- So~dt&Uon Wifhg Usts ices satisfactorily. Firms interested
in such work should file SF 254,

tions mention several methods of A second way to find out
assuring that all prospective con- about prime contracting opportuni- "Architect-Engineer and Related

tractors are aware of contracting ties is to be included on an SML of Services Questionnaire" (attainable
from any military or other Federal

opportunities. The most common a contracting office or organization government or o fie )

ways in which DoD alerts prospec- (called an "activity") likely to have government construction office)
with the agency and activity

tive contractors to its requirements a need for your product or service. resonibe fge ographic

are notices in the Commerce Purchasing activities have to estab- responsible for the geographic
area(s) or specialized area of con-

Business Daily (CBD) and use of lish and maintain lists of prospec- structon inwich the f deie

solicitation mailing lists (SMLs). tive suppliers. You should submit a struction in which the firm desires

Standard Form (SF) 129, to work. [F-36.602, F-36.603]

CBD Announe ments "Solicitation Mailing List

One way to find out about Application," to each purchasing QcuaDficai on Ust$

contracting opportunities is to read activity with which you hope to do A less common way to find

the CBD, which is published every business. Each activity has its own out about contracting opportunities

weekday by the Department of procedure for SMLs. Be sure to is to be included on a qualified

Commerce. The regulations contact the small business specialist products list, a qualified manufac-
at each activity to be sure you do turers list, or a qualified biddersrequire notice of virtually every

proposed government procurement what is necessary to be listed on the list. These qualification lists are

over $25,000 to be publicized in the appropriate SMLs. The activity is used only for products that require

CBD at least 15 days before required to notify you of your lengthy or costly testing to deter-

issuance of a solicitation. The acceptance or rejection for the mine whether they meet the gov-

solicitations must allow at least SML. When your name is placed ernment's requirements. The lists

30 days (45 days for research and on an SML, solicitations for identify the specifications and the
development work) for prospective requirements will automatically be manufacturers or distributors ofdeveopntwor k fo re p ro s e issued to you. However, you must each qualified item. When the gov-
contractors to respond.

Government agencies are also respond to each solicitation with ernment wishes to procure a prod-

required to publish information on either an offer or a request for uct for which a qualification list

subcontracting opportunities. That retention on the list; otherwise, exists, bids or proposals are usually

information must include the names your name may be deleted. When accepted only for products or from

and addresses of firms awarded the SML is extremely long, the pur- concerns on the list.

contracts over $25,000 that are chasing activity may use only a To have your product or your

likely to result in subcontracts, portion of it for a particular acquisi- concern listed on a qualification

except under certain circumstances tion and rotate the other segments list, you should contact the small

such as when the information is of the list for other acquisitions. business specialist at the activity
However, in such situations, the
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identified in the product specifica- The SBIR program consists of The FAR provides general
tion as responsible for the qualifica- three distinct phases. In Phase I guidance for submitting an unso-
tion requirement. [F-9.202] the Military Services and other licited proposal. It should contain

Subcansacing MeD :ry major DoD organizations make an abstract of the proposed effort,

Information about subcon- awards to small businesses selected the method of approach, and the

tracting opportunities is provided on the basis of proposals they sub- extent of the effort. It should also

by DoD's Subcontracting Oppor- mit in response to two annual solic- include a proposed price or esti-
tunities with DoD Major Prime itations. Selection criteria are mated cost. You should clearlyContractos, wisse aally byrhe included in the solicitation, and mark any proprietary data you wish

awards can be up to $100,000 for to protect from possible release toOffice of Small and Disadvantaged usually no more than 6 months of others. [F-15.505, F- 15.509]
Business Utilization. It lists, by effort. The purpose of Phase I is to The regulations authorize
state, those DoD prime contractors determine, insofar as possible, the DoD to use other-than-competitive
with established plans and goals for scientific or technical merit and procurement procedures to make an
subcontracting with small busi- feasibility of the ideas or concepts acquisition on the basis of a favor-
businesses. Fr each contrac ted in the proposal. ably evaluated unsolicited proposal.
dusirsetory prodesh cnthradore, the Phase II awards are made to They also require that offerors be
product or service line, and the Phase I firms selected on the basis notified of the disposition orname and telephone number of the of their Phase I efforts and the intended disposition of material
company's smallephon numbuess liatechnical and scientific merit of submitted as an unsolicited pro-
cofficer.you should bunes awar n t their Phase II proposals. Phase II posal. [F-15.506, F-15.507]officer. Y ou should be aw are that aw r s c n b up t $7 0 0 0 fo
as a subcontractor, your contractual awards can be up to $750,000 for M
agreement is with the prime con- typically 2 years. Phase III gener- B$s•®$$ Contracng•
tractor, not with DoD. DoD has no ally iolv private invet- Certain factors limit DoD's
contractual relationship with sub- ment to help bring the innovation to ability to contract directly with
contractors to its prime contractors. the marketplace. Or DoD may small businesses. For example,

a wcompard f on curther lon ts to- a vast amounts of facilities and work-
Research g company to further develop its con- ing capital are required to produce

®®8' cept for DoD's benefit. major weapon systems, and in

Small business research and/or

development firms should become many cases those requirements

familiar with DoD's small business Sometimes you can create strain even the resources of large

innovation research (SBIR) pro- your own contracting opportunities businesses. To offset such potential

gram. Each year DoD publishes a by submitting an unsolicited pro- disadvantages for small business

list of research and/or development posal. Such a proposal is a written contractors, DoD has implemented

topics that it is interested in explor- offer to the government to perform a major program to place a fair pro-

ing through contracts with small a task or effort that you initiate. To portion of its contracts with small

businesses. The goals of the pro- be considered, an unsolicited pro- businesses. Its activities to promote

gram include strengthening the role posal must offer a unique and inno- maximum small business participa-

of small business in meeting DoD's vative concept to the government. tion include the following:

R&D needs, fostering and encour- You can learn about an agency's o Seeking additional qualified

aging participation by minority and R&D needs from advance notices small business suppliers

disadvantaged persons in technolog- in the CBD and from informal con- 0 Including all qualified small

ical innovation, and increasing the tacts with agency personnel, business suppliers on SMLs

commercial application of DoD- [F-15.503, F-15.504] o Permitting offers on less

supported research or R&D results. than the total requirements
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o Allowing the maximum time or service has been successfully before issuing solicitations
possible for preparation of purchased as a small business set- and setting aside for such
offers afirms those awards wheresaside, all future purchases must there is an expectation of

* Assigning small business also be on a set-aside basis unless obtaining from among the
specialists to each contract- the contracting officer determines respondents adequate
ing activity and contract that this practice will probably not performance, reasonableadministration office ta hspatc ilpoal o

result in offers from at least two competition, and a fair price
Making provision for SBA [D-219.502-2-70]
representatives at all major responsible small business con-with the
procurement offices cerns offering products of different SBA for subcontracting with

Measuring and reporting the small business concerns at reason- small disadvantaged busi-
extent of small business par- able prices. [F-19.501, F-19.502-2, nesses in the SBA's 8(a) pro-
ticipation in Defense con- F-13.105, D-219.502-2] gram
tracts to the President and Sometimes a procurement not 0 Encouraging large DoD con-
the Congress suitable for a total set-aside is large tractors to subcontract with

o Setting aside certain pro- enough to be divided into two or SBDs.
curements for award only to more economic production lots. If Restricting competition to
small businesses it is likely that a small business can SBDs is comparable to small busi-

o Encouraging large DoD con- furnish one or more lots at a rea- ness set-asides and is done under
tractors to subcontract with sonable price, the regulations similar circumstances; DoD's goal
small businesses, including
small disadvantaged busi- require a partial set-aside. Under a is to award at least 5 percent of its
nesses and women-owned partial set-aside, a portion of a total procurement dollars to small
small businesses, requirement is set aside for award disadvantaged businesses, histori-
[F-19.201, F-19.202] to small business. Any business cally black colleges and universi-

The small business set-aside is (large or small) can compete for the ties (HBCUs) and minority institu-
a major procurement practice that portion not set aside. The process tions (MIs). Contracts with the
DoD uses to promote small busi- (1) allows competition to determine SBA for subcontracting to small
ness participation. Contracting a reasonable price for one portion disadvantaged business are called
officers must set aside procure- and (2) gives small businesses 8(a) contracts (named for the sec-
ments solely for small businesses the opportunity to receive a con- tion of the Small Business Act that
whenever they reasonably expect tract for the set-aside portion at the authorizes them). The objectives of
that at least two responsible small price of the fully competed portion. the 8(a) program are (1) to foster
businesses will offer the products [F-19.502-3] business ownership by socially and
of different small business con- economically disadvantaged indi-
cerns, and that an award can b~e [ va~° .°s viduals and (2) to give such busi-
made at a reasonable price. This is Contr a g nesses opportunities for full partici-
called a total set-aside. Certain In addition to these efforts to pation in the free enterprise system.
classes of procurements (for exam- encourage contracting with small To participate in the 8(a) program,
ple, all purchases $25,000 or under business firms in general, DoD tries a small disadvantaged firm must
and construction contracts under to maximize the number of small receive SBA approval of a business
$2 million)re ade futomatically disadvantaged business (SDB) con- development plan for attaining the
reserved or set aside for small busi- cerns participating in its prime con- above objectives. In cooperation
ness awards. Contracting officers tracts and subcontracts through spe- with DoD's small business special-
must justify in writing any failure cial activities such as: ists, the SBA identifies the supplies
to award such procurements to Seeking to identify the maxi- or services 8(a) companies can pro-
small businesses. Once a product mum number of SDBs vide.
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If feasible, DoD contracts, on controlled by socially and economi- as "emerging small businesses"
a noncompetitive basis, for these cally disadvantaged individuals. In (ESBs-companies that are half or
supplies and services with SBA. contracting for research and devel- less the normal small business size
The SBA, in turn, subcontracts with opment, major systems, and other for an industrial category), and

the 8(a) company. If the costs for complex procurements, the degree (3) to expand small business par-
the supplies or services are in of offerors' commitments to sub- ticipation in certain other industry
excess of DoD's estimated current contracting with SDBs, HBCUs, categories. Under the first part of
fair market prices, the excess is eli- and MIs is an evaluation factor in the program, acquisitions in four
gible for funding by SBA as a selecting the eventual contractor. industry groups (construction,

business development expense. The regulations require that actual refuse systems, A-E work, and non-
[F-19.803, D-219.000J performance under these plans be nuclear ship repair) may not use

In order to reach its SDB con- reviewed by the contracting officer. small business set-asides during the
tracting goals, DoD also gives SDB Failure to comply in good faith test period, unless the agency needs

companies (and HBCUs and MIs) with the requirements of the sub- to do so to meet its small business
an evaluation preference when contracting plan is a material award goals. However, acquisi-

competing against most U.S. non- breach of the contract that could tions in the four categories may be
SDB companies. Under this evalu- result in sanctions against the con- set aside for SDBs, although the
ation preference, the contracting tractor. [F-19.702, D-219.705, evaluation preference for SDBs
officer adds 10 percent to the price D-252.219-7003] may not be used. Furthermore,
of all non-SDB company offers To further encourage major acquisitions of $25,000 or less in
when award is to be based on price contractors to subcontract with any of the four groups must be set

or price-related factors. The prefer- small businesses, SDBs, HBCUs, aside for emerging small businesses
ence is not used if the resulting and MIs, DoD includes in every if the contracting officer determines
award would be for a price that negotiated contract that requires a that there is a reasonable probabili-
is more than 10 percent above subcontracting plan a bonus to the ty that at least two responsible
fair market price. [D-219.7001, contractor for exceeding its agreed ESBs will make offers that are
D-219.7002, D-252.219-7006] target of subcontracts with such competitive in terms of market

Because much of DoD's con- firms. The bonus incentive can be price, quality, and delivery. Finally,
tracting (in dollar value) is for from I to 10 percent of the amount DoD has designated 10 additional
major weapon systems, great by which the contractor exceeds the industrial categories in which small
emphasis is placed on providing target. However, the contracting businesses will be encouraged and
subcontracting opportunities for officer will not award the bonus if helped to compete for awards
small businesses. Virtually every the contractor exceeded the target through teaming and joint ventures
DoD contract over $25,000 con- for reasons not due to its own effort with other small businesses.
tains a clause committing the con- (for example, due to subcontractor The DoD also encourages
tractor to use small firms and small cost overruns). [D-219.708, assistance to SDBs through its
disadvantaged firms to the fullest D-252.219-7005] Mentor-Protege Program. Under
practicable extent. Before a con- The DoD is currently conduct- this program, contractors are
tract over $500,000 ($1 million for ing a test program (1) to see encouraged to enter into agree-
construction) can be awarded to a whether small businesses can com- ments with SDB firms (and qualify-
large contractor, a plan must be pete successfully in certain indus- ing firms employing severely dis-

submitted showing how the con- trial categories without relying on abled workers) as subcontractors to
tractor intends to meet subcontract- small business set asides, (2) to provide those subcontractors with
ing obligations to small businesses enhance contract awards to a assistance that will upgrade their
and to small businesses owned and new category of businesses known capabilities and thereby help them
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to compete more successfully in justified in detail. The justification when cancellation is clearly in the
government and commercial con- must be approved at senior levels public interest; for example, when
tracting. DoD may reimburse within the procuring activity, the supplies or services are no
assistance costs of the mentor firm SeaW ids longer needed. [F-14.208,
through modification of the com- Sealed bidding is a strictly F-14.209]
pany's cost reimbursement con- controlled, formal process designed Interested firms respond to the
tracts or may grant credit toward to protect the integrity of the com- IFB by submitting sealed bids,
the firm's SDB subcontracting petitive bidding system. Although which are stored unopened in a
goals for development assistance its procedures must be strictly fol- locked box or safe until the time set
costs incurred, lowed, the courts, the Comptroller for opening. Bid opening is

General of the United States, and designed to ensure secrecy of theConGrenriao the Armed Services Board of bids and to prevent manipulation by

the bidders. The opening is held inProce uresContract Appeals have created public at the time specified in themany precedents for interpreting pulcathtiescfednte

The Department of Defense certain aspects of the process. IFB, and each bid is read aloud. As
policy requires that full and open Those precedents are far too a rule, late bids (those received
competitive procedures be followed numerous and specialized to be after bid opening time) may not be
in virtually all its procurements. covered here. The information in considered for award. [F- 14.304,
That policy establishes the follow- this section provides general guid- F-14.401, F-14.402]
ing priority for procurement proce- ance only. The contract is awarded to
dures: that responsible bidder whose bid is

1. Sealed bids [used when Procedures most advantageous to the govern-
(a) time permits, (b) award will Procurement by sealed bids ment. Unless other factors are
be based on price or price-
related factors, (c) discussions begins with the issuance of an invi- identified in the IFB, award is
are not necessary, and (d) more tation for bids (IFB), which con- based on price alone. Prompt pay-
than one bid is expected] tains all the information bidders ment discounts are not considered

2. Competitive proposals (used need to respond. The IFB states the in evaluating the bids. The actual
when sealed bids are not needs of the procuring activity and award must be made within a time
appropriate) defines the work or product in suf- specified in the IFB, usually 60

3. Combination of competitive ficient detail to permit all bidders days from the opening date.
procedures to compete on the same basis. It [F-14.407]

4. Other competitive procedures also states all significant factors to Requirements for Awardbe considered in evaluating the Rqieet o wr
5. Other than full-and-open bi anderelaivelimporta e To be considered for award,

competition. [F-6.302] bids and the relative importance of

Under some circumstances, each factor. (Cost to the govern it) must be where the bids are to bement is usually the main factor.) i)ms eweetebd r ob
competitive procedures may be Prospective bidders are provided opened before the time set for the
used even though they exclude standard forms on which to submit opening. It must be submitted on
some potential sources. For exam- bids, and a specific time is estab- the bid form (or must repeat every
ple, procurements by sealed bids bished a public openis esthb essential provision of the bid form)
or by competitive proposals may lished for public opening of the and must offer what is called for in
be restricted to small business bids. [F-14.101] the IFB. Any bids that fail to meet
sources only. When necessary, the IFB may any essential requirement of the

The use of other than full-and- modified by the government FB will be rejected. The bid will
Then usmpetitiof o ither thn fa- before the bid opening. Once also be rejected if the bidder takes

open competition is limited to spe-only
cific circumstances and must be exception to any material provision
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of the IFB, such as offering a dif- would be affected has the right to own technical proposal, and the
ferent product or delivery schedule protest the proposed award of a award is made to the lowest bidder.
or refusing to accept a contract pro- contract if it appears that an [F-14.503]
vision. However, bidders must be improper procedure was followed. If there are not enough cate-
given the opportunity to correct any After award, only an actual bidder gory (1) proposals, those in cate-
minor failure to comply with the may protest. Protests must be made gory (2) are discussed with the pro-
IFB, such as failure to furnish in writing. You may submit a posers in an attempt to make them
required information concerning protest to the contracting officer or acceptable. If that process results in
the number of company employees, higher authority in the procuring enough acceptable technical propos-
[F-14.404-2, F-14.405] activity, to the Comptroller General als to ensure adequate competition,

of the United States, the United Step 2 is followed. If not, the sealed
Misake i bids States Court of Federal Claims bidding process ends, and negotia-
Misntakes i bidsr oycue fre (preaward protests only), a Federal tion is conducted with the firm that

quethdyw a bid(andtheremay cha r district court, or, if the procurement submitted an acceptable technical
wnymisth w at b and thmerbeby orret is for automated data processing proposal. In extreme cases, the
aheopenyistas a t ie bids.teforte equipment or services, to the solicitation maybe cancelled.
the opening of the bids. After the General Services Administration C

examine acting or m ust Board of Contract Appeals. A sue- When use of sealed bids is not
examine allotbidscforrmistakes.

Obvious clerical mistakes in a bid cessful protest can result in a appropriate, competitive proposalschange in the planned award, in-
may be corrected before a contract chancelltion oe panne award, al y are solicited. Procurement by com-
is awarded. cancellation of an award already petitive proposals begins with theis awrdedmade, or in a monetary award to

Treatment of other mistakes mbre th successfu proeto issuance of a request for proposals
found after opening, but before for the costs of preparing disputed (RFP).
award, depends on the circum- bids and for the cost of the protest. d
stances. In all cases, the evidence bd n o h oto h rts. Foaom e

[F- 14.407-8, F-33.101-.105] The RFP, like the IFB, is a
available to support the claimed
mistakes must be reviewed by a 7 prequest for offers. When you sub-mistkesmus berevewe by =Iw©-~p ~ g®] •o]•mit your completed RFP, you make

senior official of the purchasing Two-step sealed bidding is a
an offer to DoD, which DoD may,

activity. The official may require method of contracting designed to

the bid to stand as submitted or, if obtain the benefits of sealed bid- accept without change. This offer

appropriate, may allow a bidder to ding when adequate specifications cntrac betweentyo anding

correct or withdraw a bid. After are not available. [F-14.50]]

award of a contract, relief from a In Step 1, technical proposals [F-15.402(d)]

bid mistake must be handled as a are solicited, and no pricing is almost the same as those for IFBs. a

claim in accordance with the dis- involved. The proposals are evalu- A standard form is used, and a spe-

putes clause included in every con- ated as (1) acceptable, (2) reason- cific date for submission of offers is

tract. You should probably seek ably susceptible of being made este AoughRFs are no

legal assistance in any case other acceptable, or (3) unacceptable. If endpblicly, rops or mod

than that of an obvious clerical mis- there are enough category (1) pro- fications of proposals received after

take. [F-14.303, F-14.406, posals to ensure adequate competi- the deadline generally will not be

F-33.205. F-52.233-1] tion, the contracting officer may considered. The rules for protest-
proceed to Step 2, in which IFBs

D8• ý o7'C1 yaýG0W-poce oSe , nwihI• ing awards and correcting mistakes
are sent only to the firms that made igaad n orcigmsae

An actual or prospective bid- aare almost identical to those for
der whose direct economic interests submits a bid price coverin irm sealed bids. [F-15.41]2, F-1.607

sF-05.1004, F-15.]005]
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If the most favorable proposal prices, established price lists, gov- Profit
submitted in response to an RFP is ernment estimates of reasonable The DoD uses profit to stimu-
accepted without any discussion, prices, or by applying rough yard- late efficient contract performance,
written or oral, with any offeror, the sticks. Price analysis is generally and the regulations contain guide-
award portion of Standard Form 33 used in the purchase of competitive lines for developing profit and fee
is completed and sent to that of- items, commercial items, or rela- objectives. Contracting officers are
feror, creating a binding contract. tively small-dollar-value items. directed to establish those objec-
[F-15.414] [F-15.804-2, F-15.805-2] tives before conducting contract

If discussions or negotiation When price analysis alone is negotiations. Those objectives
with any offeror are necessary, the not sufficient, DoD uses cost analy- should provide contractors the
regulations require the contracting sis to establish the reasonableness opportunity to earn profits while
officer to conduct written or oral of contract price or cost. Cost motivating them to undertake diffi-
discussions with all responsible analysis is an examination of each cult work, provide their own facili-
offerors whose proposals are within cost element in a proposal to deter- ties and financing, perform inde-
a competitive range as determined mine whether the amounts are pendent development work, and
by the contracting officer. That appropriate and reasonable. The increase productivity. DoD gener-
range must encompass all proposals data used to prepare the proposal ally uses a technique called the
with a reasonable chance of being form the basis for cost analysis. weighted guidelines method to bal-
selected for award, considering [F-15.805-3] ance these factors in establishing
price or cost and other factors When the price of any con- negotiation objectives. You should
stated in the solicitation. The dis- tract or contract modification more be familiar with this technique
cussions may not disclose any than $500,000 is not set by ade- since it directly affects your negoti-
information about competing pro- quate competition, by established ations. [F-15.902, D-215.903]
posals or the relative standing of an catalog or market prices, or by law The regulations limit fees
offeror's prices, but they may indi- or regulation, the contracting offi- (profit) that may be paid under
cate any deficiencies in the techni- cer is required to obtain from the cost-reimbursement contracts, as
cal proposal or the cost proposal. prospective contractors the cost or defined in Chapter 5 of this guide,
At the conclusion of discussions, pricing data used to support their to the following:
all offerors still within the competi- proposals. The contractor must 0 Fifteen percent of estimated
tive range are requested to submit, also certify in writing that these cost for experimental, devel-
by a given date, best and final data are accurate, complete, and opmental, or research work

offers. Award is made to that current at the time of agreement on ° Ten percent of estimated
source whose best and final offer is contract price. The same require- cost for all other types of
most advantageous to the govern- ments exist for all subcontracts work. [F-15.903]

ment. [F-15.609, F-15.610, greater than $500,000 under such The regulations also provide
F-15.611] contracts. Both prime contracts and that the contract price (or estimated

subcontracts must contain clauses cost plus fee) for A-E services for
Analysis entitling the government to appro- public works or utilities may not

All procurements require priate price or fee reductions should exceed 6 percent of the estimated

somelfo f prieore nts ayire the cost or pricing data subsequent- cost of construction.

to establish the reasonableness of ly be found inaccurate, incomplete, Other Than FuH-and=Open
or noncurrent. [F- 15.804-2, Competion

the contract price or cost. Price can F-15.804-3, F-15.804-4, F-15.804-7, Contracting without full and
be analyzed by comparing quoted F-52.215-221 open competition is authorized only
prices with other offers, prior
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for cases such as sole-source situa- SMSH purchasee competitive process. DD Form
tions, unusual and compelling The DoD uses simplified pro- 1155 is also used as the public
urgency of the need, maintenance cedures for making small pur- voucher (invoice) for payment in all
of a mobilization source, purchases chases-those not over $25,000. small purchases. [F-13.501,
on behalf of foreign governments, They include simpler contract F-13.503, D-213.505-2., D-213.507]
brand-name items for resale, and forms and fast payment procedures. The fast payment procedure
when disclosure would compromise Purchases of $2,500 or less may be is authorized for use for all pur-
national security. Contracts result- made without competitive quota- chases of $25,000 or less. It pro-
ing from unsolicited proposals are tions if the contracting officer con- vides that suppliers may submit
considered sole-source procure- siders the prices to be reasonable. their invoices for payment as soon
ments. Contracts for follow-on For purchases between $2,500 and as the supplies are delivered to a
orders for continued development $25,000, the general rule is that post office or common carrier or to
or production of major systems or competitive quotations are solicited the government. The supplier
highly specialized equipment are orally from potential suppliers in must agree to replace, repair, or
generally considered sole-source the local trade area. Written solici- correct any supplies that are not
procurements. To the extent possi- tations are used for construction received by the government, are
ble, competitive proposals must be contracts over $2,000 or when oral damaged in transit, or do not con-
obtained when using the exceptions quotes are considered to be not eco- form to purchase requirements.
to full-and-open competition for nomical or practical. Reason- [F-13.301, F-13.302]
compelling urgency or national ableness of price is generally deter-
security considerations. [F-6.302] mined by the competitive process.

Contracting without full and [F-13.106]
open competition often begins with For repetitive purchases of
the issuance of a request for quota- small quantities of supplies or serv-
tions (RFQ). The RFQ is simply an ices, a blanket purchase agreement
invitation to prospective contractors (BPA) is used. A BPA is much like
to provide information to the gov- a charge account. The agreement is
ernment. It sets forth the terms and issued on DD Form 1155, "Order
specifications desired by the gov- for Supplies or Services," which
ernment. It differs from the RFP in contains general terms and condi-
that your response does not consti- tions. Usually BPAs are placed
tute an offer. [F-15.402] with two or more suppliers of the

In the absence of competition same type of item. Orders are gen-
or other factors to establish the rea- erally placed orally, and payments
sonableness of proposed prices, are made monthly on a summary
detailed cost analysis will normally invoice submitted by the contractor.
be performed by the contracting [F-13.201, F-13.203-1, F-13.204]
officer. Contract prices are estab- The DoD also uses DD Form
lished by negotiations. Any such 1155 as a purchase order form for
contract in excess of $500,000 will nonrepetitive small purchases.
require the contractor to certify as When necessary, additional clauses
to the accuracy, completeness, and are added to the printed form. Oral
currency of all cost or pricing data or written quotations are solicited,
used to establish the price, as appropriate, and reasonableness

of price is established through the
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maximum risk of profit, or loss, what the cost fluctuations may be.
including the risk of unexpected [F-16.203]
costs such as those that might result
from inflation, material shortage, FiRed=Pric o

The Contract etc. [F-16.202] Redeaermcnat,•
SThe DoD uses FFP contracts COndrac fe

when the costs of performance are Under a fixed-price redetermi-
The DoD uses two basic con- reasonably predictable and when nation contract, you and the con-

tract types: fixed-price and cost- adequate functional or detailed tracting officer establish an initial
reimbursement. Fixed-price con- specifications are available. Such price, a ceiling price, and a time for
tracts may involve substantial risk contracts are particularly suitable price redetermination. At the time
while cost-reimbursement con- for standard or modified commer- of redetermination, you submit a
tracts place very little risk on the cial items and previously purchased proposal based on actual costs of

contractor. military items where past experi- performance and the estimated cost
miliarypastexpri- of any incomplete work. After a

Fixed=Price Contracts ence permits prediction of costs.
government audit, you negotiate a

Under a fixed-price contract, Economic Price revised price, which may be higher
you agree to provide a product or Adjutstment or lower than the initial price but
accomplish specific work for a pre- Some fixed-price contracts may not exceed the ceiling price.
set price, and you must perform the contain economic price adjustment [F-16.205, F-16.206]
work called for in the contract clauses that protect you and the
regardless of what it actually costs government against wide fluctua- FiCodn Prict s ncent~1ve
you. You should be very careful in tions in labor or material costs Conracit
pricing such work. You should take when market conditions are unsta- A fixed-price incentive con-
into account potential cost increases ble. Economic price adjustment tract is similar to a redetermination
caused by inflation, material short- clauses may provide for adjustment contract. The difference is that a
ages, or difficulties in meeting per- of the contract price for increases fixed-price incentive contract con-
formance requirements, particularly or decreases from an agreed-upon tains a target cost, a target profit, a
if your contract contains options. level measured against the follow- price ceiling, and a formula by
Options give the government the ing: which you and DoD will share any
right to require you to perform, at • Published or established differences between target costs
stipulated prices, additional work prices of specific items and actual final costs, as negotiated.
that may extend your performance 0 Specified costs of labor and The formula rewards you with
over a long period of time. material actually experi- more profit if final costs are less

Firm -Fixe&dPrice enced during performance than the target cost, and it takes

Contracts 0 Specified labor or material profit away if final costs exceed the

cost standards or indexes, target. For example, a typical shar-
The firm-fixed-price (FFP) such as the producer price ing arrangement would be one

contract is the most common type indexes, whereby DoD would keep
of fixed-price contract. With it, the You are entitled to a price 70 percent of the savings and pay
price is firm for the duration of the adjustment (or required to make a you the remaining 30 percent.
contract and the only adjustments refund) only if the price levels Similarly, if final costs were higher
that can be made are authorized specified in the contract change. than the target cost, DoD would
changes. Under this type of con- Frequently, the contract will con- pay 70 percent of the excess costs,
tract, you can receive the maximum tain a ceiling price that the govern- and you would have to bear 30 per-
profit, but you also assume the ment will not exceed, no matter cent of the excess costs as a reduc-
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tion of profit. An infinite variety of cost, a target fee, and an incentive sible to estimate the extent or dura-
sharing arrangements is possible, formula for determining the final tion of the work, especially in cases
but you must remember that you fee. The formula provides for an of repair, maintenance, or overhaul
cannot be paid more than the ceil- adjustment in the fee, based on any work. [F-16.601]
ing price. [F-16.204, F-16.403] difference between the target cost

and the total allowable cost of per- .p@
C©:ps o forming the contract. Unlike the

Under a cost-reimbursement fixed-price incentive contract, how-

contract, DoD reimburses you for ever, the contract will provide both The uniform contract format

the allowable incurred costs of per- a minimum and maximum limit on used by DoD for most procure-

formance. You are paid your c the fee adjustment. [F-16.304, ments (excluding construction, sub-

no matter what you have produced F-16.404-1] sistence items, and shipbuilding)

and no matter how far the task is CWhas four parts: the schedule the

from completion. You are required c contract clauses; the list of docu-
ments, exhibits, and other attach-

to perform only as long as the con- The cost-plus-award-fee con- ments; and the representations and
tract provides money to pay you for tract is another type of cost-reim- instructions. The list of documents
costs incurred. However, you can bursement contract. The fee con- identifies all attachments to the
be reimbursed for costs only in sists of a base amount (which may solicitation or contract. The repre-
accordance with the provisions of be zero) that does not vary with sentations and instructions are
Part 31 of the FAR. There are sev- performance and an award amount. those solicitation provisions
eral different types of cost-reim- The award amount paid varies required from offerors, and infor-
bursement contracts, but all have according to the government's mation and instructions to guide
this common feature: your obliga- judgmental evaluation of the con- offerors in preparing proposals,

tion to perform the work ceases tractor's performance in such areas such as evaluation factors for

when your costs of performance as quality, timeliness, ingenuity, award. The majority of pages of

equal the funds provided under the and cost-effective management. every contract are the schedule and

contract. [F-16.301] [F-16.305, F-16.404-2] the standard contract clauses (often

COV-Mue-Rued-F-s referred to as the "boilerplate").
CD[Vra •'•[F-14.201-1, F-15.406-1]

One of the simplest types is Another contract type fre- 'The o©isný Schedule
the cost-plus-fixed-fee (CPFF) con- quently used by DoD is the time- The schedule is tailored to
tract. You and DoD agree on the and-materials contract. Under this each transaction and represents the
estimated cost of contract perfor- type of contract, you negotiate a substance of the deal. It begins
mance and a fixed fee (profit) that fixed hourly rate for direct labor. with a cover sheet, usually SF 33,
you will receive for doing the work. That rate includes all appropriate "Solicitation, Offer and Award" and
You will receive the same fee, wages, overhead, general and follows with a statement of the
regardless of whether your actual administrative expenses, and profit, work to be done or the supplies to
costs are greater or lesser than the and you are reimbursed at the fixed be furnished and prices; the specifi-
estimated cost. [F-I6.306] rate for each labor hour worked on cations; the packaging and marking

the task. Any material costs requirements; the inspection and
incurred in performing the work are acceptance requirements; the deliv-

Under a cost-plus-incentive- reimbursed at actual cost, includ- ery schedule; any necessary con-
fee (CPIF) contract, you and the ing, if appropriate, material han- tract administration data not includ-
contracting officer agree on a target dling costs. The time-and-materials ed on the SF 33; and any special

contract is used when it is not pos-
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conditions pertaining to the con- and acceptance requirements may However, in contracts awarded by
tract. Different items being pur- also include referenced documents. other than sealed-bid procedures
chased are listed separately as con- You should be aware of any obliga- you may be able to influence some
tract line items. Every DoD contract tions that might be imposed by of the terms. Certain clauses
uses a uniform numbering system such documents. require particular attention because
for line items. This means that the The delivery section of the they expose you to many of the
first item listed in a schedule will schedule specifies the time, place, peculiarities associated with gov-
be Item No. 0001. [F-14.201-2, and method of delivery for supplies ernment contracting. These clauses
F-15.406-2, D-204.7103-2] or the place of performance of have few or no counterparts in

The list of supplies or services services. Most contracts require commercial dealings. They relate
is followed by the specifications or that delivery be f.o.b. origin or f.o.b. to changes, disputes, terminations,
other descriptions to which the destination. When f.o.b. origin is patent rights, examination of
work must conform. You should be required, you deliver the goods to records, government inspection,
familiar with the government's sys- the carrier and the government pays and correction of defects.
tem of specifications. Federal the shipping charge. When f.o.b. [D-201.403, D-201.404]
specifications cover materials, destination is required, you deliver The regulations contain more
products, or services used by two or the goods to the government and than 500 pages of contract clauses,
more Federal agencies or new items you pay all shipping charges. Your and it would be impractical to
of potential general application, contract prices should include any cover every one of them in this
Military specifications cover items shipping charges you may incur, guide. Fortunately, many clauses
or services intrinsically military in Special attention should be given to cover similar topic areas. We have
character or commercial items the delivery point stipulated in IFBs arranged these areas in six major
modified to meet special require- since offers submitted on a basis groups: performance, payments,
ments of the military. Commer- other than that called for in the IFB contract cost principles, contract
cial item descriptions concisely must be rejected. [F-14.404-2, changes, terminations, and public
describe the key physical and/or F-47.303] policies.
performance characteristics of Finally, the schedule contains
available commercial products. any special provisions applicable to
Two publications listed in the the specific contract. Examples The d has anyeproce-
appendix of this guide-Selling to include use of government-owned duresrance thatcaffct your
the Military and A Guide for property, options for additional performance of a contract. While
Private Industry-provide detailed quantities of supplies, special test performing the contract, you mayface issues such as DoD inspection
information on how to obtain both procedures, and agreements on pay- and acceptance- subcontracts* use
individual specifications and in- ment of fees under CPFF contracts.of al avilale seciica- Conof government property; patents,
dexes of all available specifica- Contvact Us®$ data, and copyrights; and bonds,
tions. The second part of DoD con- insurance, and taxes. In addition,
cations is essential because many of tracts consists mainly of clauses every DoD contract contains a pro-
atin iesen to otial beausre manysof required by statute or regulation. vision for resolving disputes that

them refer to other requirements, Deviations from the requirements may arise under the contract.
generally known as referenced doc- of these clauses involve tedious

uments. You must comply with all procedures and areothe exception Inspection and Acceptance
contract requirements, including rather than the rule. A sealed-bid As a contractor, you are
any referenced documents, torily, contract is similar to an insurance responsible for delivering products
plete the contract satisfactorily k policy in that you have no control or providing services on scheduleBoth the packaging and mark- poiyi htyuhv ocnrl and for assuring that they conform

ing requirements and the inspection over the clauses included,
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to contract requirements. The con- Acceptance by DoD is final, except tor you have a contractual agree-
tract administration office is as regards hidden defects or fraud. ment with the prime contractor, not
responsible for assuring that you [F-46.302, F-52.246-2] with DoD. DoD cannot intervene
fulfill your contract quality require- You are required to provide in the relationship between you and
ments. The government may con- facilities for, and assistance to, the prime contractor. [F-52.244-1,
duct inspections and tests to deter- DoD inspectors at your own F-52.244-5]
mine whether the goods are in con- expense. You must also maintain In many instances, contractors
formity. The type and extent of an acceptable inspection system, must require prospective subcon-
inspection and testing depend and you are responsible for provid- tractors to furnish complete, cur-
largely on what is being procured. ing appropriate quality assurance rent, and accurate cost or pricing
The contract schedule will desig- controls. If the government inspec- data before awarding a subcontract.
nate the place of inspection. If the tion or test is made somewhere DoD reserves the right to reduce a
goods are to be shipped from the other than on your premises or prime contractor's price because of
plant before they are accepted, the those of your subcontractor, it is a subcontractor's defective cost or
contract will contain a clause done at DoD's expense. The pricing data. If a prime contractor
assigning the risk of loss if the inspection and test must not unduly suffers such a reduction, the sub-
goods are damaged in transit. delay your work. [F-52.246-2] contractor may have to reimburse
[F-46.104, F-46.105, F-46.201, The clause governing inspec- the prime contractor. [F-15.804-2]
F-46.401, F-52.246-16] tion and correction of defects in

Generally, when each delivery cost-reimbursement contracts dif- Use of Government Property
is made, the contractor must pre- fers from the standard fixed-price
pare and submit a "Material clause in two major respects. First, all the property required to perform

Inspection and Receiving Report," you will be reimbursed for correct- your contract. However, some-
times your contract may require

DD Form 250. This lists the goods ing any nonfraudulent defects and, tom s you wit govern

delivered, quantities, contract num- second, the government may

ber, and other necessary informa- require you to remedy any defec- ment property. [F-45.102]

tion. You may obtain copies of DD tive items up to 6 months after Government property can be

Form 250, at no cost, from the con- acceptance. [F-52.246-3] either government-furnished or

tract administration office. If the contractor-acquired. Government-

contract contains a fast payment Subcontracts furnished property is property the
Subcontracts affect the price government possesses or acquiresprvoicediiur you may sm yourm 2 and performance of prime con- directly and then makes available to

invoice in lieu of a DD Form 250.

[F-13.301, D-246.671] tracts. DoD frequently requires a contractor. Contractor-acquired

While the inspection clause that you obtain the contracting offi- property is property that a contrac-

has many versions, it also has cer cer's consent to proposed subcon- tor provides for the performance of

tain uniform features. The standard tracts. The regulations require a contract but to which the govern-

clause used in fixed-price contracts prime contractors to select subcon- ment has title. [F-45.101]

provides that items to be delivered tractors and suppliers on the most Government property includes

under the contract are subject to competitive basis possible. The materials, special tooling, special

inspection and test by DoD before terms and conditions of a subcon- test equipment, and facilities.

acceptance. DoD has the right to tract generally are subject to negoti- Materials are property that may be

reject nonconforming items, have ation between the subcontractor incorporated into or attached to an

the defects corrected at the contrac and the prime contractor. However, end item to be delivered under the

tor's expense,, or accept the noncon the regulations do stipulate certain contract or that may be consumed

forming items at a reduced price, mandatory provisions in subcon- or expended in performing a con-
tracts. Remember, as a subcontrac- tract. Special tooling and special
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test equipment are manufacturing These include recordkeeping, con- You must agree that any
aids designed for use in producing trol of scrap and salvage, property exclusive right to use or sell any

and testing the product under con- identification requirements, and the invention in the United States will

tract. Facilities are industrial prop- contractor's duties and responsibili- provide that any product embody-
erty used for production, mainte- ties with respect to the property. ing the invention will be manufac-
nance, research, development, or [F-45,500-.511] tured substantially in the United
testing (other than material, special States. The patent rights clause
tooling, and special test equip- Patents, Daia, n also provides "march-in rights" to
ment), and they include real prop- Copyrights the government. Under that provi-
erty, such as buildings and other Patents, technical data, and sion, you may be required to grant
permanent structures. copyrights are generally grouped a license to a responsible applicant

Generally, the contractor together for discussion purposes. if the government determines you
assumes the risk of loss or damage They are often described as "intel- have not taken steps to achieve
to government property in its pos- lectual property." Two aspects of practical application of an inven-
session. In certain procurements, to tof contrty the permina- tion or if the public interest other-
however, the government assumes to DoD contracting: the determina- wise dictates such action.
liability for that risk, such as when tion of who receives title to intel- [F-27.302]
the property is provided under a lectual property developed in the The standard practice with

cost-reimbursement contract. course of performing a DoD con- respect to existing patent rights is
[F-45.103] tract and the right to use existing to include an "authorization and

You may use the government intellectual property. consent" clause in every contract
property in your possession only If one purpose of a contract is except when small purchase proce-
for performance of the contract for to perform experimental, develop- dures apply. That clause authorizes
which it is provided. Use for any mental, or research work, the con- you to use in the performance of
other purpose must be approved by tract will contain a patent rights the contract any invention patented
the contracting officer. If DoD fur- clause. DoD policy is to permit by others in the United States. Its
nishes property that is unsuitable small business firms, whether act- purpose is to prevent disruption of
for its intended use or that creates ing as prime contractors or subcon- contract performance by court
production difficulties resulting in tractors, to retain title to any inven- injunctions against patent infringe-
productionsmdifficulties resulting in
extra costs, you are entitled to an ton the small business conceives or ment. In the event of an infringe-
appropriate price adjustment. first reduces to practice in the per- ment, the patent owner must sue
[F-52.245-2] formance of work under DoD con- DoD rather than you. [F-27.201,

Contractors already possess- tracts. The government retains an F-52.227-1]
ing government property suitable irrevocable, nonexclusive, non- The authorization and consent
for use in an upcoming award could transferable, royalty-free license to clause, however, does not mean that
have a competitive advantage. To use or to have such inventions used DoD necessarily accepts final lia-
eliminate any such advantage, DoD on its behalf. You must disclose bility for a patent infringement.
applies evaluation or rental factors any such invention to the contract- Most contracts for supplies or serv-
to the offers of these contractors ing officer. If you fail to do so, you ices normally sold or offered for
when reviewing bids and proposals. may forfeit title to the invention, sale in the commercial market (or
[F-45.201] You may also elect not to retain for minor modifications of such

Part 45 of the FAR sets forth title to an invention; in that case the supplies or services) contain a
requirements for contractors to fol- government may assume title and patent indemnity clause requiring
low in establishing and maintaining provide you with a royalty-free you to reimburse DoD for any
control over government property. license. [F-27.302. F-27.303, claims paid as a result of patent

F-52.227-11]
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infringement. You are required to data only internally within the bonds in appropriate circumstances.
notify DoD of any infringement government. Such data may only In practice, those bonds are gener-
claims arising from the perfor- be released outside the govern- ally required only in fixed-price
mance of your contracts and to ment in certain emergencies and construction contracts that exceed
assist the government in its defense special exceptions. [D-227.401, $25,000. When performance bonds
against such claims. [F-27.202, D-227.402-72] are required, bid guarantees (usu-
F-27.203, F-52.227-3] The DoD's policy on rights to ally 20 percent of the bid price but

Technical data are recorded computer software generally paral- not more than $3 million) are also
forms of information of a scientific lels that on technical data. DoD usually required. [F-28.101,
or technical nature pertaining to acquires unlimited rights to soft- F-28.102, F-28.103]
products sold to the government, ware developed directly under or as On a fixed-price contract, the
Product specifications, engineering a necessary part of a contract. government is not ordinarily con-
drawings, and operating or mainte- Software developed at private cerned with the contractor's insur-
nance manuals are all examples of expense may be acquired with ance coverage. Contractors are
technical data. The term does not "restricted" rights. Restricted required to carry insurance under
include computer software or finan- rights enable DoD to use the soft- fixed-price contracts only in special
cial, administrative, cost or pricing, ware with its computer and to circumstances. Under cost-reim-
or other management data. make archive backup copies. bursement contracts, however, you
[D-227.401, D-227.402-71] [D-227.403-77] are normally required to carry

The DoD policy is to acquire In general, the copyright law workers' compensation, employer's
only those technical data rights gives the owner of a copyright liability, comprehensive general lia-
essential for meeting its needs. exclusive rights to do the follow- bility (bodily injury), and compre-
Generally, if the government pro- ing: hensive automobile liability (bodily
vides all the funds to develop the o Reproduce the copyrighted injury and property damage) insur-
product associated with the data, work ance while performing the contract.
DoD acquires "unlimited rights" in o Prepare derivative works [F-28.306, F-28.307]
the technical data. This means that 0 Distribute copies or Contracts for R&D may pro-
DoD can do virtually anything it phonorecords to the public vide for indemnification against
wants to with the data. If DoD pro- o Perform the copyrighted unusually hazardous risks for you
vides some of the development work publicly and your subcontractors, including
money and you provide some, then claims by third parties (including
the rights are negotiated; but usual- work publiclya employees) for death, bodily injury,
ly DoD will take "government pur- or loss of, or damage to, property.
pose license rights" in the data. Although a contractor may The indemnification also covers
Under these rights, DoD can use copyright data originated under a your property to the extent such lia-
the data for government purposes government contract, the govern- bility, loss, or damage (1) results
only (but this includes competing ment retains a nonexclusive, paid- from a risk that the contract defines
the item for resupply by other ven- up license to reproduce, translate, as "unusually hazardous," (2) arises
dors) for a set period of time. At publish, and use those data. from the direct performance of the
the end of the period, DoD will [D-227.403-76] contract, and (3) is not compensat-
automatically take unlimited rights. Bonds, Insurance, and ed by insurance or otherwise.
If you have developed the product Taxes [D-235.070]
and its data completely at private Contracting officers may The tax aspects of government
expense, then DoD will take "limit- require performance or payment contracting are many and varied.
ed rights," enabling it to use the Only two basic points can be made
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here. First, you should include in Remember that you are invoice. Otherwise you may not be
your contract price all applicable required to continue performing paid until 30 days after receipt of
Federal, state, and local taxes. under the contract except when your invoice, with rare exceptions.

Second, in some circumstances, the DoD breaches the contract. [F-32.905, F-52.216-7]

contract may include a price adjust- In addition to payments for

ment clause to compensate for Paymne costs, you are entitled to be paid the

increases or decreases in Federal One of the most important negotiated profit or fee. However,

excise or state and local taxes. provisions of a contract deals with you must negotiate the way in

[F-Part 29, F-52.229-3] payments. How you receive pay- which the fee will be paid. This
ment for your work depends on should be set forth in the contract

Disputes the type of contract you have, schedule under the section entitled
Disputes between you and the Payments under cost-reimburse- "Special Contract Requirements."

contracting officer may occur under ment contracts are entirely different After you have received 85 percent
the contract. DoD's policy is to try from those under fixed-price con- of any fee under a contract, the
to resolve all contractual issues by tracts. Your contract will specify contracting officer may withhold a

mutual agreement at the contracting the DoD office responsible for pay- reserve to protect the government's
officer's level without litigation. ments and will also contain invoic- interest pending completion of the
Every contract contains a disputes ing instructions. Regardless of the work. This reserve may not exceed

clause that describes the procedures type of contract, the time it takes to 15 percent of the total fee or

you should follow when disagree- be paid is directly related to the $100,000, whichever is less.
ments between you and the con- accuracy of your invoices, so it is [F-52.216-8, F-52.216-9, 52.216-10]

tracting officer cannot be resolved, worthwhile to understand the pay- Under fixed-price contracts,
You must state your position in ment process thoroughly. Every the method of payment can vary

writing to the contracting officer, fixed-price contract contains a with the dollar value of the con-
who must respond with a written clause entitled "Prompt Payment" tract. For relatively small contracts

decision, including supporting rea- that sets forth the information to with a single item of work, you will
sons, and advise you of your appeal be included in each invoice, generally be paid the total contract
rights. Unless appealed within cer- [F-52.232-25, D-242.205] price in one lump sum. Payment is

tain time limits, the contracting Under cost-reimbursement made after you deliver the products

officer's decision becomes final contracts, you are reimbursed for or services and DoD accepts them.

and is not subject to review. You the allowable costs you incur in For larger contracts with many
have 90 days from the date of an performing the work. Any costs items, you can invoice and receive

adverse decision by the contracting you incur that are not allowable partial payments. For example, in a

officer to appeal to the Armed under DoD's rules will be omitted contract for 120 units with a deliv-
Services Board of Contract from your payments. (The follow- ery rate of 10 per month, you can
Appeals. The Board's decision is ing subsection, Contract Cost invoice each month for the price of

final, unless you appeal to the Principles, provides an explanation delivered (and accepted) items. A

United States Court of Appeals of allowable costs.) Every payment date, expressed as a num-
within 120 days. Alternatively, you 2 weeks, or more frequently if ber of days after receipt of a proper

may elect to appeal a contracting warranted, you may submit an invoice, should be included in the

officer's decision directly to the invoice (or a public voucher form "payments" clause of the contract.

United States Court of Federal obtained from your contract admin- Iabsence of sh aodate

Claims, provided you do so within istration office) for costs incurred, will be paid 30 days after receipt of

12 months of the date of the deci- Your contract should specify a pay- aiprope invoic e. H ever, oD

sion. [F-33.204, F-33.206, ment date, expressed as a number paymentoices arevera to

F-33.213, F-33.211, F-52.233-1] of days after receipt of your paymSDB o nces a s quickly as
pay SDB concerns as quickly as
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possible after proper invoices showing that the supplies have been In those situations, you cannot
are received. [F-32.111(a)(1), delivered to a post office, common necessarily recover all costs
F-32.903, F-52.232-1, D-232.903, carrier, or the point of first receipt incurred, but you can recover those
D-232.905] by the government. You agree to costs deemed "allowable."

When the value of a fixed- replace, repair, or correct supplies To be allowable, an individual
price contract (or group of con- not received at destination, dam- item of cost must be:
tracts) to be performed by a small aged in transit, or not conforming o Reasonable
business concern exceeds $100,000 to purchase requirements. When o Allocable
and the first delivery is at least DoD receives the invoice, you may4 o Computed in accordance
4 months after award, DoD recog- be paid without waiting for actual with generally accepted
nizes your need for working capi- receipt and acceptance of the sup- accounting principles and
tal. To help finance the work, these plies. Again, DoD payment offices practices appropriate to the
contracts may contain a clause will try to pay SDB concerns as particular circumstances

allowing you to obtain progress soon as possible after receipt of o Consistent with any other
payments monthly. Progress pay- invoice. [F-13.302, F-52.213-1, limitation or exclusion set
ments to small businesses are usu- D-232.903, D-232.905] out in the regulations or the

ally made at 85 percent of costs To minimize the need for contract. [F-31.201-2]

incurred. Payments upon delivery financial assistance to contractors, A cost is reasonable if, in its

are adjusted to reflect previous DoD emphasizes prompt payment nature and amount, it does not

progress payments. [F-32.502-1, on all contracts. This prompt pay- exceed that which would be

F-52.232-16] ment includes both DoD payments incurred by a prudent person in the

Because progress payments to prime contractors and prime con- conduct of competitive business.

are an advance for work to be per- tractor payments to subcontractors. Generally, a cost is allocable if it

formed, you must repay them if you If the government fails to pay can be charged to a contract, prod-

fail to complete the work. To pro- amounts due on valid invoices uct, product line, etc., according to

tect its interest, DoD takes title to within the prescribed time limit, the relative benefits received.

your work in process for which you may be entitled to interest Specifically, a cost is allocable if

progress payments have been made. on such amounts. [F-32.907, any of the following conditions

[F-52.232-16] D-232.905] apply:

To qualify for progress pay- It is incurred directly for theTo qaliy fr prgres py- ••Y•• C• PY•O]OJ•contract.
ments, you must have an accounting

system and controls adequate for The DoD's cost principles are a It benefits both the contract

proper administration of the pay- applied in the following situations: and other work and can be

ments. Also, the contracting officer o Pricing contracts when cost distributed among all work
analysis is performed, in reasonable proportion to

must be satisfied that your financial the benefits received.
condition is sound enough to protect 0 Determining reimbursements

under cost-reimbursement It is necessary to the overall
the government against loss of contracts, operation of your business.
progress payments. To receive [F-31.201-3, F-31.201-4]
progressNegotiating indirect cost rates, The regulations do not discuss

SF 1433, "Contractor's Request for 0 Negotiating termination set- every type of cost. Approximately
Progress Payment," to your admin- tlements, 50 selected items of cost are
istrative contracting officer. Revising prices on redeter- defined and designated as allow-

Fast-payment procedures nor- minable and fixed-price able or unallowable. For example,
mally apply to contracts of $25,000 incentive contracts, and depreciation of plant and equip-
or less. You submit an invoice o Pricing contract modifica-

tions. [F-31.103]
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ment is an allowable cost; interest Costs of automated data proc- decrease in the cost of, or the time
on borrowings is unallowable. essing (ADP) equipment required for, the performance of
Allowability of costs not explicitly 0 Severance pay to employees any part of the work under the con-
covered by the regulations is based on support service contracts tract, an equitable adjustment will
on the general principles stated 0 Plant reconversions be made in the contract price, deliv-
above and on the treatment of simi- o Professional services, such ery schedule, or both. [F-52.243-1]
lar or related cost items. [F-31.205] as legal or accounting Change orders are issued in

In any given contract, the rea- Allocations of al and writing. You must submit your
sonableness and allocability of spe- administrative costs claim for an equitable adjustment to
cial or unusual items of cost may be the contracting officer withindifficult to determine. To avoid Costs of construction plant 3 asatrrcito rte

and equipment (under con- 30 days after receipt of a written
disallowances, you should seek struction contracts) change order.
advance agreement with DoD as to Costs of public relations and You must proceed to perform
the treatment of these costs. The advertising the contract as changed unless the
advance agreement should be nego- Training and education change is beyond the general scope
tiated before the costs are incurred costs. [F-31.]09(h)] of the contract. If you fail to pro-
and should be incorporated into the ceed under a proper change order,
contract. The advance agreement Contract Changes you are liable for breach of contract.
cannot allow treatment of costs Because DoD's needs change Terminations
inconsistent with the cost princi- frequently, most DoD contracts Virtually every DoD contract
ples set forth in FAR Part 31. contain a changes clause. That par- contains a clause allowing termina-
[F-31.109] ticular clause varies according to tion for convenience of the govern-

The regulations list 17 specific the type of contract, but all changes ment. In addition, most contracts
cost items in which advance agree- clauses have certain common ele- in excess of $25,000 contain a
ments may be particularly impor- ments. [F-43.205] default clause.
tant: A changes clause authorizes

Compensation for personal the contracting officer to order you Terminations for
services to make changes "within the gen- Convenience

o Use charge for fully depreci- eral scope of the contract." A The DoD may terminate all or
ated assets change is considered to be within part of a contract for its conven-

* Deferred maintenance costs the scope of the contract if it can be ience. This type of termination

"* Precontract costs regarded as fair and reasonable protects DoD's interests by allow-

" Independent R&D and bid within the contemplation of the par- ing cancellation of contracts for

and proposal costs ties when the contract was entered products that become obsolete or
into. unneeded. The termination does" Royalties and other costs for This definition means that not arise from any fault on the part

use of patents DoD cannot use a change order to of the contractor.
"° Selling and distribution costs change the nature of the contract. The DoD must give you writ-

" Travel and relocation costs, In supply contracts, the changes are ten notice of termination for con-
as related to special or mass limited to drawings, designs, or venience. The notice of termination
personnel movements; travel
on contractor-owned, leased, specifications (if the goods are spe- will state the following:
or chartered aircraft; or max- cially manufactured for DoD); the The effective date of the ter-
imum per diem rates method of shipment or packing; mination

Costs of idle facilities and and the place of delivery. If the 0 The extent of the termination
idle capacity change causes an increase or
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o Any special instructions. o Storage, transportation, pro- Unless the failure to perform is
[F-49.102] tection, and disposition of cured within the 10 days, the con-

The notice and the clause gen- property acquired or pro- tracting officer may issue a notice of
erally require the contractor to stop duced for the contract termination for default. [F-49.607]
work immediately on the termi- o Other termination activities. If there is not time for a cure,
nated portion, to terminate all [F-31.205-42] the contracting officer will usually
affected subcontracts, to perform The DoD retains the right to send a show-cause notice. That

any unterminated portion of the approve or ratify any settlements notice directs you to show why
contract, and to proceed promptly made with subcontractors. When your contract should not be termi-
to settle termination claims, both its you and DoD agree to all or part of nated for default. It ensures that
own and those of its subcontractors. your claim for compensation as a you understand your predicament,
If you fail to follow these direc- result of the termination, a written and your answer can be used in
tions, you do so at your own risk amendment (known as a settlement evaluating whether circumstances
and expense. You should also agreement) is made to the contract. justify default action. [F-49.402-3.,
receive detailed instructions as to [F-49.108-3, F-49.109] F-49.607]
the protection and preservation of Generally, termination halts Upon termination for default,
all property that is, or may become, regular payments to you under the you are entitled only to payment at
government-owned, contract. However, since you may the contract price for items ac-

After termination, DoD is have money tied up in finished and cepted by DoD. Under a default
required to make a fair and prompt unfinished products, materials, and clause, DoD has the right to repur-
settlement with you. Generally labor, most termination clauses chase the item elsewhere and
speaking, settlement takes the form provide you with interim financ- charge any excess reprocurement
of a negotiated agreement between ing through partial payments. costs to you. [F-49.402-2]
the parties. The idea is to agree on [F-49.112] If you can show that your fail-
an amount that will compensate ure to perform the contract is
you fully and fairly for the work Terminat!ions for Defau~i excusable, your contract cannot be
you have done and for any prepara- The DoD may terminate all or terminated for default. To be
tion you have made for the termi- part of a contract for default if you excusable, the failure must be
nated portion of the contract. A fail to-- beyond your control and not caused
reasonable allowance for profit is o Deliver the supplies or per- by your fault or negligence.
also included. The settlement of form the services within the Examples of excusable delay
cost-reimbursement contracts is time specified in the contract include the following:
somewhat simpler than that of o Perform any other provisions o Acts of God
fixed-price contracts since you will of the contract o Acts of the public enemy
have been reimbursed on a cost o Make progress, and that fail- o Acts of government
basis from the beginning of the ure endangers performance
contract. [F-49.105] of the contract. [F-52.249-8] o Fires

You are entitled to recover all Before terminating a contract o Floods
allowable costs incurred in settling for default because of your failure to
a termination for convenience, make progress or to perform other Epidemics
Those costs may cover the follow- provisions of the contract, the con- 0 Quarantine restrictions
ing, among other things-- tracting officer will usually give you o Strikes

o Preparation and presentation a written notice, called a "cure
of claims notice." That notice allows you at o Freight embargoes

o Termination and settlement least 10 days to cure any defects. o Unusually severe weather.
of subcontracts
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If, after termination, you are vict labor. Contracts involving application of the clause unless the
found not to be in default or the construction work must contain aggregate value of such business
default is found to be excusable, the several additional clauses relating exceeds $10,000 in any 12-month
termination will be treated as one to construction industry labor stan- period. This clause obligates the
for the convenience of the govern- dards. Contracts for services other contractor to ensure nondiscrimina-
ment. [F-52.249-8] than personal services are generally tion in hiring, as well as in the
Public Policies subject to the Service Contract Act. terms and conditions of employ-

Public ata gls , bThis Act provides minimum stan- ment. If the contractor does not
thepr ationa gosals, besidsses dards for wages, fringe benefits, comply, the contract may be termi-

the promotion of small businesses, and working conditions for service nated. [F-22.802, F-22.809,
ares. re d i DoD contractr, clus- n employees. [F-22.202, F-22.402, F-52.222-26]
es. As awDoDcontractoriyouneed F-37.107, F-52.222-3] In contracts greater than

to b awae o thee aditinal$1 million, offerors are subject to

requirements. We have grouped the Labor Surplus Areas p w equl opport re view

clauses under six headings and The government encourages to determine their eligibility for

summarized key points about each placing contracts with firms located contrac thaw r erors on
contract award. Offerors on a con-

below. You should, of course, in areas of unemployment or under- tract exceeding $10,000 must certi-
become more familiar with their employment. In all contracts
specific requirements before enter- greater than $25,000 (except those fate y maitin nonsegre-gated facilities. [F-22.805,
ing into a contract. for personal services or with for- F-52.22221]

Labor Standards eign firms), contractors must try to Contracts and subcontracts
Under the Contract Work place subcontracts in accordance exceeding $2,500 must contain a

Hours and Safety Standards Act, with this policy. If the contract clause prohibiting discrimination
certain government contractors who exceeds $500,000, the contractor against, and requiring affirmative
certloyaigovernrmentc antactrs wo must organize and carry out a pro- action for, any employee or appli-

required to pay them at least time- gram for placing subcontracts with cant for employment having a
Srequired for pay iemxatesst ti- firms located in areas of high physical or mental handicap, if that
and-a-half for work in excess of unemployment or underemploy- person is otherwise qualified for the

, 40 hours a week. This requirement ment. [F-20.]02, F-20.30], poion Cntasadsuc-

also extends to all subcontracts. F,,0.3 02, F- 20 position. Contracts and subcon-

[F-22.301, F-52.222-4] F-20.302, F-52.220-3, F-52.220-4] tracts exceeding $10,000 must con-

Contractors who receive sup- Equal Employment tain a clause prohibiting discrimi-
ply contracts over $10,000 and are Opportunity nation against, and requiring affir-
manufacturers of, or regular dealers The government ensures equal mative action for, any employee or
in, the supplies must comply with opportunity for all qualified per- applicant for employment who is a
the regulations issued by the sons employed by, or seeking disabled veteran or veteran of the
Secretary of Labor under the employment with, government con- Vietnam era if that person is other-
Walsh-Healey Public Contracts tractors, regardless of race, color, wise qualified for the position.
Act. That Act governs minimum religion, sex, or national origin. [F-52.222.35, F-52.222-36]
wages, maximum hours, and work- Unless exempted by the Director, An Executive Order prohibits
ing conditions and prohibits the Office of Federal Contract discrimination by government con-
use of child and convict labor. Compliance Programs, all DoD tractors and subcontractors because
[F-22.602, F-52.222-20] contracts and subcontracts must of age. No contract clauses are

Contracts not subject to the contain an equal opportunity used to implement this policy.
Walsh-Healey Act must include a clause. Individual contracts and [F-22.901]

clause prohibiting the use of con- subcontracts are exempt from
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Preferred Products and offer is lower than the lowest The "anti-kickback proce-
Services acceptable domestic offer, the dures" clause prohibits subcontrac-

Many DoD contract clauses domestic offer is considered unrea- tors from paying any fee, commis-
reflect public policies requiring that sonable and award is made to the sion, or compensation to any prime
preference be given to certain prod- foreign offeror. [F-25.105] contractor or higher tier subcon-
ucts or services. For example The requirements of the Act tractor as an inducement or

"o U.S. private vessels shall be are waived when the government acknowledgment for the award of a
used for shipment of certain purchases certain Defense items subcontract or order. [F-3.502,
supplies. [F-47.502] from companies in NATO coun- F-52.203-7]

"o Contractors must purchase tries. They are also waived on cer- The regulations prescribe
jewel bearings from domes- tain U.S. purchases from countries sanctions against those who violate
tic sources. [F-8.202] with which the United States has or otherwise fail to conform to the

The most frequently encoun trade agreements. Prospective con- standards required of government
tered preferred product procedures tractors are advised in the solicita- contractors. These sanctions con-terled prefere pduct poedren A tion that information about excep- sist of debarment, suspension, and
involve the Buy American Act.
Under that Act, the government tions under the Act is available ineligibility for award of contracts.

favors domestic products over for- upon request. [F-52.225-1, Debarment is the most serious

eign products. A product is consid- D-225.000-71, D-225.872] penalty. It generally results fromconviction of a serious offense or
ered to be domestic if the cost of Sanctions Against Improper willful violation of contract
the domestic materials used in the Conduct requirements and can last up to

product is more than 50 percent of Several standard clauses pro- 3 years (or 5 years for violation of

the cost of all materials used in the tect the integrity of the government the Drug-Free Workplace Act of

product. The Act requires that only procurement process. 1988). Suspension is temporary,

domestic products be acquired for The "officials not to benefit" pendin competion istiga-
public use except when (1) the arti- clause prohibits members of pending completion of investiga-

cles, materials, or supplies are for Congress or resident commissioners tion and legal proceedings. It is

use abroad or for commissary from participating in any share or used when serious evidence of
resale, (2) domestic products of a part of the contract. [F-52.203.1] wrongdoing existtr s anot been

satisfactory quality are not avail- The "gratuities" clause pro- ineligible for, that is, they may be

able in sufficient quantities, or (3) a vides that a contractor may not excluded from, government con-

domestic purchase would be either offer or give any gratuity (such as tracting as a result of violations of
contrary to public interest or its entertainment or a gift) to a govern- laws or regulations such as the Buy

cost would be unreasonable. ment employee to obtain a contract American Act, the Walsh-Healey
[F-25.101, F-25.102] or favorable treatment regarding Act, the Service Contract Act. etc.

To determine the reasonable- contract awards and determina- Gov ernm e agnci Aitai a
Government agencies maintaina

ness of the lowest acceptable tions. [F-52.203-3] consolidated list of debarred, ineli-
domestic offer when both domestic A clause entitled "covenant
and foreign products are offered, against contingent fees" requires [F9.402, F-9.404, F-9.406c

the foreign offer is adjusted by contractors to warrant that no per- F9.406,

adding 6 percent of the offer inclu- sons other than employees or estab- F-9.407]

sive of duty. If the low domestic lished commercial or selling agen- /~2g'I[tc •?]fY1 O ©
offeror is either a small business or cies have been employed to solicit Envy• A u47f
a labor surplus area business, a 12- business upon a commission, per- To ensure accuracy and hon-
percent factor is used instead of centage, brokerage, or contingent- esty in the pricing, costing, and
6 percent. If the adjusted foreign fee basis. [F-52.203-5] reporting under contracts awarded
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without benefit of full and open clause granting the Comptroller maintain, and give the contracting
competition, the government often General the right to examine the officer the right to examine and
reserves the right to examine or to contractor's records related to the audit, books; records, documents
audit contractors' records and the contract for up to 3 years after final and other data relating to the
data supporting cost proposals, payment. A similar clause must be claimed costs of performance; the
claimed costs of performance, included in subcontracts under cost or pricing data used to support
reports required by the contract, these contracts. [F-52.215-1] the pricing of the contract; and any
and similar items. All contracts other than small cost, funding, or performance

Virtually all contracts except purchases and those that are award- reports required under the contract.
small purchases and those awarded ed by sealed bids also contain a [F-52.215-2].
by sealed bids must contain a clause requiring the contractor to
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In this guide you have been Finally, now that you know the
exposed to those DoD policies and basics of Defense contracting, you

procedures most frequently encoun- will find that doing business with
tered by small businesses. You are DoD is not as difficult as you mayConcilusions now aware of some of the major have thought.

This guide is not a substitute differences between commercial If you want additional infor-
for any requirement or provision of and government procurement. You mation or assistance, seek the small
any regulations. It is simply an understand what a government con- business specialist at the nearest
introduction to Defense contracting. tract contains and how it is formed. DoD contracting activity.
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U.S. Government SBA Master Small
Purchasing and Sales Business Innovation
Directory Research Program

Provides a listing of prod- Solicitation ReleaseAdditional ucts and services bought by Schedule

Sources of all Federal agencies, keyed Each fiscal year the Smallto the purchasing offices that Business Administration willInformation buy them. Also provides publish the list of topics
information on government upon which research effort
gsales of surplus property. will be sought by all major

lnforma• on Available from the nearest government agencies. This
Small Business list will include names,
Administration office or addresses, and telephone

Selling to the Military write to: SBA Publications, numbers of agency contact
Provides offices, addresses, P.O. Box 30, Pueblo, Col. points for the program and
and telephone numbers of 80201. the estimated dates when
major buying activities of solicitations will be issued
the Army, Navy, Air Force, Subcontracting and proposals required,
and Defense Logistics Opportunits with DoD together with the estimated
Agency, with summaries of number and average
the procurement responsibil- Major Prime Contractors amounts of awards planned
ities and types of major pur- Provides company name and for that fiscal year.
chases for each activity, address, product or service Available from SBA

line, and name and telephone Publications, P.O. Box 30,For sale by the number of company's small Pueblo, Col. 80201.
Superintendent of business liaison officer for
Documents, U.S. DoD prime contractors that A Guide for Private
Government Printing Office, have plans and goals (set
Washington, D.C. 20402 forth in their prime con- Industry
(Stock No. 008-000-00607- tracts) for subcontracting Tells how to obtain informa-
5) or may be obtained from with small business and tion regarding specificationsthe nearest DoD contracting small disadvantaged busi- adsadrsfo h o
office. The price is $8.50 saldavntgdbi-and standards from the DoD
(Jan. 1994). ness concerns. Published Single Stock Point for

annually. Specifications and

Commerce Business Daily For sale by the Standards.

A daily list of proposed Superintendent of Available from Defense
Federal government procure- Documents, U.S. Printing Services, The
ments gestmatento prcured Government Printing Office, Standardization Documentments estimated to exceed Washington, D.C. 20402 Order Desk, Building 4,
$25,000. Also contains lists (Stock No. 008-040-00199- Section D, 700 Robbins
of subcontracting leads, 7) or may be obtained from Avenue, Philadelphia., Pa.
sales of surplus property, and the nearest DoD contracting 19111.
foreign business opportuni- office. The price is $10.00
ties. (Jan. 1994). i '@ m

Subscriptions may be ( 1 A for S
obtained through the
Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Small Business
Government Printing Office, Specialists
Washington, D.C. 20402.
The price is $324.00 per On a nationwide basis, lists
year (first class) and $275.00 small and disadvantaged
per year (second class) (Jan. business utilization special-
1994). ists in government procure-
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ment and contract adminis- future government procure- Small Business
tration offices by name, ment to determine the most Administration office.
location, and phone number. acceptable firms that may be For a complete list of avail-

For sale by the asked to prepare bids or pro- able management aids, ask
Superintendent of posals for the procurement. for the Small Business
Documents, U.S. To be listed in the PASS, Directory. The directory and
Government Printing Office, contact the nearest Small aids can also be requested
Washington, D.C. 20402 Business Administration from SBA Publications,
(Stock No. 008-000-00621- office for SBA Form P.O. Box 30, Pueblo, Col.
1), or may be obtained from 1167 or call the SBA 80201.
the nearest DoD contracting Answer Desk: 1-800-8ASK-
office. The price is $5.00 SBA. (Participation in
(Jan. 1994). PASS is free.)

0, GC Sy7eCln? • S Short papers providing spe-
The PASS matches key data cific guidance on various
about small businesses topics.
against requirements for Available from the nearest
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The regulations are sold on a subscription basis. This subscription service consists of basic sets of loose-leaf
pages plus any changes published as Federal acquisition circulars and Defense acquisition circulars.

To place an order for this service, please complete and return the forms provided below to the Government
Printing Office with remittance made payable to the Superintendent of Documents.

MAIL ORDER TO: ORDER BY PHONE
Superintendent of Documents (202) 783-3238
P.O. Box 371954 8a.m.-4p.m.
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954 eastern time

SUBSCRIPTION To fax your orders (202) 512-2233
ORDER FORM (24 hours a day, 7 days a week)

Customer's Name and Address

Name

Attention

Street Address

City State ZIP

Send to: (If other than address above)

Name

Attention

Street Address

City State ZIP

Daytime Telephone (__) _Purchase Order No.

(In case we have a question) YES NO

May we make your name/address available to other mailers? 13 0

Qty. List ID Subscription Title Price Each Total Price

Total for Subscriptions
Please Choose Method of Payment:

Check Payable to the Superintendent of Documents FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Publications

GPO Deposit Account Subscriptions __

VISA or MasterCard Account Special shipping charges
International handling
Special charges ................. ..
O PNR ................................. ..(Credit card expiration date)_______________

U PNS
Balance Due

(Authorizing Signature) __ Discount
Thank you for your order! Refund
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Also meeting your needs at convenient locations nationwide are
these 24 U.S. Government Bookstores

* •e seattle'i.......... . ..- '

"Portan ..... '... . / ,
Mi•

4
ukee oston

... ................ D l .. - ork

San Franc sco ® \ ' Den ......... ... ..... , , . , i •-- q 0 e and
Chicago0- * ,hiiadelphla

Pittsburgh,,~~ade
San Francisco J0 Denver a ------ , a"" hlngton D.C. (2 locations)

Pueblo Kansas Cit•y g , olumbu "

Los Angeles0

........ B.rm.nghai *- At. .... .

Dallas -----

~~~~~~~~. .... . ...... .. ? ". . . . . . . . . • '• . . . . . . ." :-.
L o s A n • s 0 •. .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ;. ., ....

Houston J . - ".0 dacksonvllle

Your U.S. Government Bookstore U.S. Government Bookstore U.S. Government Bookstore
100 West Bay Street Room 118, Federal Building

The Government Printing Office operates U.S. Government Suite 100 1000 Liberty Avenue
bookstores all around the country where you can browse through Jacksonville, FL 32202 Pittsburgh, PA 15222

(904) 353-0569 (412) 644-2721the shelves and take your books home with you. Naturally, these FAX: (904) 353-1280 FAX: (412) 644-4547
stores can't stock all of the more than 12,000 titles in our inven-
tory, but they do carry the ones you're most likely to be looking 120 Bannister Mall 130 SW Govemmenue120 anniter all1305 SW First Avenue
for. And they'll be happy to order any government book cur- 5600 E. Bannister Road Portland, OR 97201-5801
rently offered for sale and have it sent directly to you. All of our Kansas City, MO 64137 (503) 221-6217

(816) 765-2256 FAX: (503) 225-0563
bookstores accept VISA, MasterCard, and Superintendent Of FAX: (816) 767-8233
Documents deposit account orders. For more information, please U.S. Government Bookstore

write to your nearest U.S. Government Bookstore. U.S. Government Bookstore Norwest Bank Building
U.S. Government Printing Office 201 West 8th Street
Warehouse Sales Outlet Pueblo, CO 81003

U.S. Government Bookstore U.S. Government Bookstore 8660 Cherry Lane (719) 544-3142
First Union Plaza Room 207, Federal Building Laurel, MD 20707 FAX: (719) 544-6719
999 Peachtree Street, NE 200 N. High Street (301) 953-7974
Suite 120 Columbus, OH 43215 (301) 792-0262 U.S. Government Bookstore
Atlanta, GA 30309-3964 (614) 469-6956 FAX: (301) 498-9107 Room 1023, Federal Building
FAX: (404) 347-1897 FAX: (614) 469-5374 450 Golden Gate Avenue

U.S. Government Bookstore San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Government Bookstore U.S. Government Bookstore ARCO Plaza, C-Level (415) 252-5334
O'Neil Building Room IC50, Federal Building 505 South Flower Street FAX: (719) 544-6719
2021 Third Ave. North 110 Commerce Street Los Angeles, CA 90071
Birmingham, AL 35203 Dallas, TX 75242 (213) 239-9844 U.S. Government Bookstore
(205) 731-1056 (214) 767-0076 FAX: (213) 239-9848 Room 194, Federal Building
FAX: (205) 731-3444 FAX: (214) 767-3239 915 Second Avenue

U.S. Government Bookstore Seattle, WA 98174
U.S. Government Bookstore U.S. Government Bookstore Room 190, Federal Building (206) 553-4270
Thomas P. O'Neil Building Room 117, Federal Building 517 E. Wisconsin Avenue FAX: (415) 252-5339
Room 169 1961 Stout Street Milwaukee, Wl 53202
10 Causeway Street Denver, CO 80294 (414) 297-1304 U.S. Government Bookstore
Boston, MA 02222 (303) 844-3964 FAX: (414) 297-1300 U.S. Government Printing Office
(617) 720-4180 FAX: (303) 844-4000 Washington, DC 20401
FAX: (617) 720-5753 U.S. Government Bookstore (202) 512-0132

U.S. Government Bookstore Room 110, Federal Building FAX: (202) 512-1355
U.S. Government Bookstore Suite 160, Federal Building 26 Federal Plaza
One Congress Center 477 Michigan Avenue New York, NY 10278 U.S. Government Bookstore
401 South State St., Suite 124 Detroit, MI 48226 (212) 264-3825 1510 H Street, NW
Chicago, IL 60605 (313) 226-7781 FAX: (212) 264-9318 Washington, DC 20005
(312) 353-5133 FAX: (313) 226-4698 (202) 653-5075
FAX: (312) 353-1590 U.S. Government Bookstore FAX: (202) 376-5055

U.S. Government Bookstore Robert Morris Building
U.S. Government Bookstore Texas Crude Building 100 North 17th Street
Room 1653, Federal Building 801 Travis Street, Suite 120 Philadelphia, PA 19103
1240 E. 9th Street Houston, TX 77002 (215) 597-0677
Cleveland, OH 44199 (713) 228-1187 FAX: (215) 597-4548
(216) 522-4922 FAX: (713) 228-1186
FAX: (216) 522-4714
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When The Defense Contracting Regulations: A Guide ... Women-Owned Small Business is next revised, we will
consider the reactions and the suggestions submitted by readers. You may write on this sheet and send it to

Publications Review (Attn: George T. Schultz)
Directorate of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301-3061

CLARIFICATION NEEDED [Please indicate any section(s) that seemed hard to understand.]

ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS [Please suggest any topics for inclusion in future editions.]

NOT NEEDED [Please help us keep the size of the booklet manageable! Suggest for deletion any topics of no
interest to you.]

GENERAL COMMENTS:
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